
Fruit machine  

• Fruit Machine Write a program to simulate a Fruit Machine that 
displays three symbols at random from Cherry, Bell, Lemon, Orange, 
Star, Skull. The player starts with £1 credit, with each go costing 20p.  

• If the Fruit Machine “rolls” two of the same symbol, the user wins 
50p. The player wins £1 for three of the same and £5 for 3 Bells.  

• The player loses £1 if two skulls are rolled and all of his/her money if 
three skulls are rolled. The player can choose to quit with the 
winnings after each roll or keep playing until there is no money left. 

• Use computational methods to try and solve this  
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How do we create an array & random 
numbers?  

•Fruitmachine = [“Cherry”, “Bell”, “Lemon”, 
“Orange”, “Star”, “Skull”] 

 

•import random 

•num1 = random.randint(0,5) 

•Reel1 = fruitmachine[num1]  
 

 



Speeding ticket 

• Create a program that takes a time for a car going past a speed camera, the 
time going past the next one and the distance between them to calculate 
the average speed for the car in mph.  

• The cameras are one mile apart. 
 

• Extension: Create a program for creating a file of details for vehicles 
exceeding the speed limit set for a section of road. You will need to create a 
suitable file with test data, including randomised number plates and times. 
You will then use the code you’ve already written to process this list to 
determine who is breaking the speed limit (70mph) and who has invalid 
number plates 

• Use computational methods to solve this  
 



How to use functions 

from datetime import datetime 

def speedCalc(timestart, finishtime): 

    timestart = datetime.strptime(timestart, "%H:%M") 

    finishtime = datetime.strptime(finishtime, "%H:%M") 

    timeanswer = finishtime - timestart 

    timeanswer2 = (timeanswer.seconds / 3600) 

    speed = distance / timeanswer2 

    return speed 



How could you get the start and stop time?  

User enters the time 
timestart = datetime.strptime(timestart, "%H:%M") 

finishtime = datetime.strptime(finishtime, "%H:%M") 

Or 

Python can get the time  

• import timeit 
• input("please enter") 

• start = timeit.default_timer() 

• input("please enter") 

• stop = timeit.default_timer() 

• print (stop - start) 

 



How to write to file 

speeders = open(“U:\speeders.txt", "a") 

        speeders.write(reg) 


